**Essential Question:** “What Impact did the GREAT MIGRATION have on your Family?”

LBPA has planned a month long celebration of Black Heritage. One of the lessons will include introducing our students to the book, “The Warmth of Other Suns: The Great Migration” by Isabel Wilkerson. Guest speakers have been invited to share their inspiring stories and journeys, and some will engage our students in interactive workshops.

We are excited that our very own Founder, Ms. Monica will be joining classes to share her journey as an Artist and facilitate a two-day workshop with our students. Other guest speakers invited are Judge Gia Morris; Ms. Shykira Richards and guests from Chicago Urban League; Mr. Scott Carlton, Producer and Artist; Ms. Tasha Hammond, Speech Therapist; and a surprise guest.

**QUOTE OF THE MONTH**

"The moment anyone tries to demean or degrade you in any way, you have to know how great you are. Nobody would bother to beat you down if you were not a threat."

— Cicely Tyson at BET’s “Black Girls Rock!” awards in 2015